Intel® NUC
Intel® NUC with Intel® Iris™ graphics

The Shape That Fits the Future.
YOUR PC GAMING SOLUTION
The Intel® NUC kit built with a 5th generation Intel® Core™ i7 processor takes the powerful capabilities of a complete desktop gaming system and packages it into 4 small inches. Get premium performance, eye-popping visuals, and gaming features that give you the power to play, create, entertain. You can also take advantage of wicked fast SSDs in the latest M.2 form factor so your games and data load fast. And no moving parts means your maps and avatars are safe from loss.

GAME ON AND ON AND ON
Whether it’s HD or 3D, multitasking or multimedia, the Intel Core i7 processor delivers the adaptable speed and responsiveness you need to answer the call of duty.

SEE THAT?
Game visuals just got more vivid with Intel® Iris™ graphics. No add-in graphics card required for amazing 3D graphics performance and faster, smoother playback of all your favorite games.

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
The Intel NUC lets you install a lightning fast M.2 SSD and a 2.5” drive. Now you really can have it all—fast data transfers and room to store all your files.

RESPONSIVE AND READY
With Intel® Rapid Start technology¹ and Intel® Ready Mode technology,¹ you don’t have to wait to start playing your favorite games or miss the latest Twitter* updates about who’s winning.

LOVE WHAT YOU SEE
Powerful and vibrant visuals with Intel® Iris™ graphics and 4K display capabilities gives you an immersive gaming experience with smoother playback.

THE NEED FOR SPEED
With built-in Gigabit LAN and the latest 802.11ac, you have the performance you need for gaming success and the fastest data transfer available.

M.2 SSD AND HDD

POWERFUL AND VIBRANT VISUALS

www.intel.com/NUC

¹ Intel technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service activation. Learn more at intel.com, or from the OEM or retailer.
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